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(57) Abstract: The invention is a digital information display system (10), comprised of an electronically controlled display (20), 
usually used to display advertising, A video camera (30) is used to detect one or more viewers in the audience who are paying 
attention (100) to the display (20), and if so which part of the display (30). Based on which part of the display has the viewers 
attention, the advertising displayed is adjusted in real-time and based on the viewer analysis to promote continued attention from 
the viewer. It is an advantage of the invention that the display is able to continuously present relevant advertising content, and with 
reduced delay, to an audience by using its passive observation and analysis capabilities.
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Title

AN ELECTRONIC MEDIA SYSTEM

Technical Field

5 Electronic media system are used in advertising to present advertising media to the an 
audience. An electronic media system comprises an electronic display that can be 
controlled by a computer. In its most simple form the computing device might be a 
DVD player that generates a digital video signal. The computer may be located with 
the display, or control may be provided remotely over a computer network. The

10 display is placed into a venue to show targeted information, content and
advertisements, such as at point of sales, kiosks in public places or billboards.

The content can be updated without the cost and expense of changing a poster on a 
physical board, As a result changes can be made quickly and cost effectively, and

15 targeted messages can be distributed to hundreds or. thousands of displays at once.

The content of digital information displays can be dynamic, for instance they may 
involve a changing array of lights, a scrolling text message, a slide show of photos, and 
graphic animations as well as videos. The invention concerns, as well as the digital

20 information system itself, a method and software for operating the digital information 
system.

Background Art

Traditional static advertising displays do not make full use of the display space as its 
25 content is fixed. Dynamic displays such as scrolling pictures or video, provide content

that varies with time, but it may not show appropriate content to the current audience at 
ah times. Furthermore, a passive display does not empower the audience to explore the 
advertisement and obtain more information.

30 Touch screen based advertising systems do allow for audience interaction but they 
require explicit input. A user must take the initiative and in many public situations a
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user will be intimidated from making input. Further, the screen must be physically 

reachable by the audience, and therefore the size and location are constrained.

There are many other competing advertising media, such as television and the World 

5 Wide Web. In fact there is so much advertising content that traditional advertising and

marketing methods are becoming less effective. It is a great challenge for advertisers 

and media producers to attract attention to their messages.

Evaluation is an important part in advertising. Advertising agencies work hard to 

10 justify every dollar that their clients are called to spend. In television advertising a

client may have confidence that the purchase of commercial prime time advertising will 

result in a calculable increase in sales. At present there is a lack of such confidence in 

information displays, such as posters in store and billboards, and there is at present no 

way of demonstrating the effectiveness of this medium.

15

Disclosure of the Invention

In a first aspect the invention provides an electronic media system to present 

advertising media to an audience, the system comprising an electronically controlled 

display, a video camera for surveillance of the display's audience and a computer

20 programmed to:

present advertising media, including projecting advertising images or video on 

the display;

survey the audience;

use body or face analysis of the audience to detect one or more viewers in the 

25 audience who are paying attention to the display;

for one or more viewers and in real time, analyse their head orientation or eye 

gaze, or both; and then to identify part of the projected advertisement that the viewer is 

paying attention to; and

based on the viewer analysis and in real time, adjust the presentation of 

30 advertising media to help retain the attention of the viewer by projection of additional
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advertising about the product or service being advertised in part of the display that the 

viewer is paying attention to.

This electronic media system has a number of advantages when compared to other 

5 media options. For instance, interactivity is achieved without explicit audience input.

The display is able to continuously present relevant advertising content, and with 

reduced delay, to an audience by using its passive observation and analysis capabilities. 

A further advantage is that the system does not need to collect personal profile 

information about users in order to operate. The billboard is also able to engage a

10 viewer's attention for increased periods of time by reacting to the interest shown.

Since the system can automatically select the most appealing advertisements from a 

large base, it is able to use the medium to greatest efficiency and effect. It is also able 

to charge advertisers in relation to the interest shown in their advertisements.

15

When advertising images are being displayed (other types of images may be displayed 

as well as advertising images) adjusting the presentation of the advertising media may 

involve projecting additional advertising about the product or service being advertised 

in part of the display that the viewer is paying attention to. This additional information

20 could include the location of shops where the products can be purchased.

The computer system may also comprise speakers, and the computer may operate to 

adjust the presentation of the advertising media by playing audio to the speaker about 

the product or service being advertised in part of the display that the viewer is paying

25 attention to.

In one mode of operation, multiple advertisements are shown in small size. Once the 

system detects that a particular small advertisement attracts a viewer's attention (i.e. 

detecting attention in the space domain), that advertisement can be shown in larger size

30 and further advertising for that product can be projected that has more details can be 

provided.
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The analysis of the viewer may include analysis of the viewer behaviour.

The analysis of a viewer may include analysis of the demographic of the viewer and/or

5 analysis of measured information of the viewer. This known information may include 

any unmeasured information that can be stored in advance or inferred from about the 

audience. For instance, some demographic information can be inferred from the 

location, time of day and other environmental factors. This information can be 

combined with the measured information that can be used in the analysis of the viewer,

10 such as a viewer's height, age, gender or facial expression, to increase the accuracy and 

value of the audience response measurement.

The analysis of the viewer may include analysis of the current projected advertisement.

15 The analysis of the viewer may determine what the viewer's interests are and the

advertising projected may be adjusted to emphasise advertising that is directed towards 

the viewer's interests.

The computer may be further programmed to operate to use the viewer analysis to

20 generate viewer metrics.

The computer may be further programmed to operate to generate statistical analysis of 

the audience in whole for any time period.

25 The viewer analysis may be based on two or more viewers.

The display may be in close range of the audience, such as 1 or 2 meters.

Viewers may be detected when they are facing the screen, for instance when their

30 bodies or faces are facing the display. Face detection techniques may be used to 

determine when a face is facing the display. These techniques may also detect false
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faces, for instance when there is not movement or change in expression over a long 

period of time, and they discount the false face.

When multiple images are displayed in turn, then the system may be able to determine

5 which of the images is being watched by recording the time at which the viewer paid 

attention to it (i.e. detecting attention in the time domain).

Identification of the part of the display that has a viewer's attention may imply different 

things when different images are being displayed. For instance, when a single image is

10 displayed the identification will be of which part of the image is being watched. When 

multiple images are displayed at the same time, the system will identify which image is 

being viewed and adjusting the advertising by enlarging the projection of advertising 

associated with that image.

15 Advertising media may be presented until a viewer pays attention to the display, then 

the advertising media is adjusted to present a different advertising media.

Further, advertising media may be presented until a viewer no longer pays attention to 

the display, then the advertising media is adjusted by interruption of the current

20 advertising media and to present a different advertising media.

Television commercials and movie trailers may be displayed as images on the display.

The audience response data, that are detected by the camera and analysed provide real

25 information for audience measurement, not just estimates. This information may 

include the number of people who look at an advertisement, the time they spend 

looking at it, their location and distance from the display, any movements they make 

and how close they approach the display, their face orientation and gaze direction. 

Video analysis can also be used to directly generate advertising metrics such as

30 counting footfall (the gross number of visits of people who walk past each digital
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billboard), reach (footfall, counting each viewer only once) and impacts (the net 

audience of people proven to have viewed the advertisement and for how long).

The system may guide a viewer to provide explicit input, for instance using animation,

5 to explore an advertised product if that viewer wishes to obtain more information. 

Explicit input may be achieved by making hand gestures, or by using any other 

available computer input devices or techniques.

The system may also consist of motion sensors, still image capture devices and

10 microphones to assist viewer detection and analysis. It may also comprise storage 

means to store the advertising images or video.

The system may even remember a viewer and their preferences.

15 The images or video may be accompanied by audio, such as speech or music.

The system may constantly measure the degree of attention of the viewers to score the 

effectiveness of the advertisement.

20 In a further aspect the invention provides a method for operating an electronic media 

system for presenting advertising media to an audience, the method comprising the 

following steps:

presenting advertising media, including projecting advertising images or video 

on an electronically controlled display;

25 surveying audience of the display using a video camera;

using body or face analysis of the audience to detect one or more viewers in the

audience who are paying attention to the display;

for one or more viewers and in real time, analysing their head orientation or eye

gaze, or both; and identifying part of the projected advertisement that the viewer is

30 paying attention to; and
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based on the viewer analysis and in real time, adjusting the presentation of 

advertising media to help retain the attention of the viewer by projection of additional 

advertising about the product or service being advertised in part of the display that the 

viewer is paying attention to.

5

In a further aspect the invention is software for performing the method.

Brief Description of the Drawings

An example of the invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying 

10 drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is pictorial view of a digital billboard system.

Fig. 2 is a diagram of software architecture.

Fig. 3 is a flowchart of the operation of a viewer detection and analysis module.

Fig. 4 is a state chart of an advertisement rendering module.

15

Best Modes of the Invention

In this example, the electronic media system is a digital billboard system, however the 

invention can also be applied to smaller scale advertising, such as in store advertising.

20 Referring first to Fig. 1, a digital billboard system 10 comprises an electronic display 

20, a video capture device 30 and a computing device 40. The display 20 is a video 

screen. The video capture device 30 is a digital video camera. The computing device 

40 is housed in the base 50 of the system 10.

25 Typically the computing device 40 is a programmed computer. In this case the main 

components of the software are a viewer detection and analysis module 100, an 

audience measurement and reporting module 110 and an advertisement rendering 

control module 120; as shown in Fig. 2.

30 In general, the system 10 operates by displaying content, information or advertising on 

its display 20 and monitoring the scene in a predefined vicinity in front of the billboard
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using the camera 30. Data from the camera is provided to the viewer detection and 

analysis module 100 via a data input port 90 to the computer 40.

The viewer detection and analysis module 100 will analyse the scene to detect whether 

5 or not any of the audience in the predetermined vicinity are paying attention to the

display, such people are termed "viewers".
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When no audience is detected in a predefined vicinity in front of the billboard, or when 
there are no viewers in the audience, the advertisement rendering control module 120 
will present one advertisement at a time according to a schedule, for instance by

5 ■ displaying a slide show with a ten second dwell time.

Using the invention, if the viewer is interested in the product currently being 
advertised, the system will provide more details about that or similar product and may 
even call for action. If the viewer shows no interest (e.g. turning away his or her face

10 frequently, or even about to walk away), the system will be able to detect that and 
quickly terminate the current video then suggest a different product. This will now be 
described in more detail.

Once an audience, comprising one or more viewers, is detected a message “viewer
15 watching” 122 is sent to the advertisement rendering control module 120 to· trigger a 

motion picture to start playing. When the motion picture is concluded a "video ended" 
message 126 is sent to the advertisement rendering and control module 120 so that it 
can trigger the next display segment.

20 The audience measurement and reporting module 110 will perform statistical analysis 
on the data received in a “viewer info” message 124 from the viewer detection and 
analysis module 100 to determine information, including:

The number of passers-by.
The number of people who have actually looked at each advertisement.

25 The length of time spent viewing by each viewer.
Demographic features such as gender and age groups of the viewers.
The area of the display that each viewer has focused on.
At the same time, the audience measurement and reporting module 110 will also

receive an “advertisement info” activity report 130 from the advertisement rendering
30 control module 120.
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The determined information, combined with the “advertisement info” activity report 
130 received from the advertisement rendering control module 120 are then stored in a 
database 60. A message containing the estimated result of "viewer’s interest" 128 is 
sent to the advertisement rendering control module 120 for it to schedule and update

5 the next advertisement or adjust the current advertisement.

A detailed flow chart for the viewer detection and analysis module 100 work is shown 
in Fig. 3.

10 From an initial condition 200, the module will commence a search for viewers 202 and 
continue this activity until a viewer is found 204 paying attention to the display. From 
that time the viewer, or viewers, will be tracked 206 as they move within the predefined 
vicinity. Data from the video images is analysed for two different purposes, namely 
attention analysis 208 and demographic feature analysis 210.

15
Attention analysis 208 involves determining the orientation of the viewer's body and 
face, the focal point of their attention, or direction of gaze, and their facial expression. 
This is calculated to a precision that allows not just an assessment about whether a 
viewer is glancing or looking at the display, but to determine the part of the display that

20 is being watched. In addition video and audio sensors may capture viewer’s gestures, 
head nodding or shaking, hand movement, body posture, approach or departure, as well 
as verbal or nonverbal voice.

From this analysis the module determines in real-time whether a viewer is watching
25 part of the display 212, or not 214. If the viewer is not paying attention, the program 

reinitiates 214 the search for viewers 202. When a viewer is detected as paying 
attention to the display a message is sent 122 to the advertisement rendering and 
control module 120; as described above. The “viewer watching” message 122 may 
contain information about which advertisement is attracting the viewer’s attention.

30 After sending the message 122, the program also reinitiates 215 the search for viewers 
202.
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Demographic feature analysis 210 involves analysis of the viewers features, posture, 
clothing and details about whether the viewer is accompanied riding, carrying or 
pushing anything; in order to estimate age, gender or any other features of interest.

5

The status of a viewer's attention 216 and the outcome of the demographic analysis 210 
is composed into a "viewer info" message 124 for transmission to the audience 
measurements and reporting module 110; as described above.

10 Referring now to Fig. 4, once a “viewer watching” message 122 is received at the
advertisement rendering control module 120 it will change the display in real-time from 
displaying that slide to a video show (motion picture) that is relevant to that slide 300. 
By continuing to analyse a viewer, an estimate may be made, of the viewer’s intention 
and interest so that the display will present the viewer with relevant product

15 information, including more details, options, price, where to buy, etc.

As shown in Fig. 4, a transition occurs from state 290 to state 300 after receiving a 
“viewer watching” message 212. Once the video starts playing, the advertisement 
rendering control module 120 will wait for a “video ended” message 126 before

20 making any further changes. After receiving “video ended” message 126, the
advertisement rendering control module 120 will make a transition from state 300 back 
to state 290.

After receiving the message about viewer’s interest 128 from the audience
25 measurements and reporting module 110, the advertisement rendering control module 

120 may re-schedule its contents again in real-time, by moving to a new state 310. In 
this new state 310 the advertisement rendering control module 120 may for example, 
choose to display a slide show or motion picture of advertisements considered to be 
more appealing to the viewer, or viewers.

30
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The audience measurements and reporting module 110 is able to measure footfall (the 
gross number of visits of people who walk past each digital billboard), reach (footfall, 
counting each viewer only once) and impacts (the net audience of people proven to 
have viewed the advertisement and for how long).

5
This comprehensive data will be collected for every single billboard and advertising 
content. It is not estimation from a sampled data and therefore will truly reflect the 
effectiveness of the advertisement. The collection of these data will help the evaluation 
of the advertising and provide an objective measurement on the effectiveness of the

10 advertising. Based on these data, billboard controllers can support their pricing
strategy while media planners can make advertising decisions. The data will also help 
develop better marketing strategies and create more powerful advertisements. With 
such capacity in hand, the billboard will be sold on the basis of audience rather than 
sites.

15

The system can also be used to perform testing on the effectiveness of an advertisement 
before rolling out a real advertising campaign.

Altogether the system may significantly increase the effectiveness of the
20 advertisements by presenting material relevant to the viewers’ interests. It will bring 

more revenue to the advertisers and as a result to the advertising site controllers.

Although the invention has been described with reference to a particular example it will 
be understood that many modifications and additions are possible within the scope of

25 the invention contemplated.

For instance, several advertisements can be shown simultaneously on the display, each 
taking up part of the display area. In this case all the adverts may be same size, or they 
may vary in size. The system may react to a viewer by displaying a different

30 configuration of adverts, for instance one where an advert likely to be of more interest 
to the viewer is more prominent. For example, if the system detects that an adult with a
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child is nearby, it may replace a series of wine advertisements with toy advertisements, 
and then monitor if it can grab the viewers attention, In fact the whole schedule of 
display can be changed as the audience demographic is seen to change.

5 Text may be displayed along with images, particularly text providing related
information such as: when the system is advertising a film in a shopping mall the text 
may give the movie show times for that, and other, films at a cinema in the mall.

The viewer detection and analysis module 100 may also estimate the number of unique 
10 viewers for each advertisement and send that data in the viewer information message

124 to the audience measurements and reporting module 110.

The viewer detection and analysis module 100 may also estimate the number of near-by 
persons who do not pay attention to an advertisement and send that data to the audience

15 measurements and reporting module 110.

The system may play sound or speak to the viewers. For example, the lights may flash 
to retain the viewer's interest.

20 The system can be implemented as a stand-alone device such as a kiosk.

The system may be installed in public places such as shopping malls, point of sales 
terminals in store, railway stations and aiiports. In addition it may be located in 
franchised retail stores.

25
The system can be used to test the market for new or proposed products or services.

Audience reporting maybe communicated using wireless technologies.

30 Adjusting the advertising media may take many forms. For example, a slide show may 
be projected on the display until a viewer faces the display. Then the advertising 
projected is changed to a short (e.g. 2- 3 seconds) motion picture sequence from
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beginning to end, which is called the attraction mode, aiming at attracting the viewer’s 
attention and providing key message up front. If the viewer continues to face the 
display during the attraction mode, the system assumes that the viewer is interested in 
the message and will provide detailed information, which is called the education mode,

5 usually with longer (e.g. 10-30 seconds) motion picture sequence than the attraction 
mode. If the viewer faces the display long enough during the education mode, the 
system may have option to make transition into a call-for-aciion mode. For example, it 
may direct the viewer to the store that the product is on sale. If in any stage of the 
education mode the viewer faces away from the display for a predetermined period of

10 time, the system will assume the viewer is loosing the interest. It will quickly exit the 
education mode and enter a new attraction mode, start advertising a different product. 
If the viewer faces away from the display during an attraction mode, the system will 
enter another attraction mode.

15 The invention may also apply when the electronic media system is being used for 
surveillance purposes. In this case the electronic media system will be used to display 
any form of media content which may be useful for surveillance purposed, and is not 
limited to advertising.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

1. An electronic media system to present advertising media to an audience, the 

system comprising an electronically controlled display, a video camera for surveillance

5 of the display's audience and a computer programmed to:

present advertising media, including projecting advertising images or video on

the display;

survey the audience;

use body or face analysis of the audience to detect one or more viewers in the 

10 audience who are paying attention to the display;

for one or more viewers and in real time, analyse their head orientation or eye 

gaze, or both; and then to identify part of the projected advertisement that the viewer is 

paying attention to; and

based on the viewer analysis and in real time, adjust the presentation of 

15 advertising media to help retain the attention of the viewer

by projection of additional advertising about the product or service being advertised in 

part of the display that the viewer is paying attention to.

2. A system according to claim 1, further comprising speakers, and the computer 

20 operates to adjust the presentation of advertising media by playing audio to the speaker

about the product or service being advertised in part of the display that the viewer is 

paying attention to.

3. A system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein analysis of a viewer includes 

25 analysis of the demographic of the viewer.

4. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the analysis of 

the viewer includes analysis of information measured from the viewer, including one or 

more of the viewer's height, age, gender or facial expression.

30

5. A system according to claim any one of the preceding claims, wherein analysis 

of the viewer includes analysis of the viewer behaviour.
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6. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the analysis of 

the viewer includes analysis of the current projected advertisement.

5 7. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the analysis of 

the viewer determines the viewer's interests and the presentation of advertising media is 

adjusted to emphasise advertising that is directed towards the viewer's interests.

8. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the computer is

10 further programmed to operate to use the viewer analysis to generate viewer metrics.

9. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the computer is 

further programmed to operate to generate statistical analysis of the audience in whole 

for any time period.

15

10. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the viewer is 

detected when either their body or face is facing the display.

11. A system according to claim 10, wherein face detection techniques are used to

20 determine when a face is facing the display.

12. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein multiple images 

are projected in turn, and the system is able to determine which advertisement has a 

viewer's attention based on the time at which the viewer paid attention to the display.

25

13. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein multiple images 

are projected simultaneously, and the system is able to determine which of the multiple 

images has a viewer's attention.
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14. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the advertising 

media is presented until a viewer pays attention to the display, then the advertising 

media is adjusted in real time to present a different advertising media.

5 15. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the advertising

media is presented until a viewer no longer pays attention to the display, then the 

advertising media is adjusted by interruption of the current advertising media and to 

present a different advertising media.

10 16. A system according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising

motion sensors, still image capture devices, microphones and storage means to store the 

advertising images and video.

17. A method for operating an electronic media system for presenting advertising

15 media to an audience, the method comprising the following steps:

presenting advertising media, including projecting advertising images or video

on an electronically controlled display;

surveying audience of the display using a video camera;

using body or face analysis of the audience to detect one or more viewers in the

20 audience who are paying attention to the display;

for one or more viewers and in real time, analysing their head orientation or eye

gaze, or both; and identifying part of the projected advertisement that the viewer is 

paying attention to; and

based on the viewer analysis and in real time, adjusting the presentation of 

25 advertising media to help retain the attention of the viewer by projection of additional

advertising about the product or service being advertised in part of the display that the 

viewer is paying attention to.

18. Software to program a computer to perform the method of claim 17 .
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19. An electronic media system to present media content to an audience, the system 

comprising an electronically controlled display, a video camera for surveillance of the 

display's audience and a computer programmed to:

present media, including projecting images or video on the display;

5 survey the audience;

use body or face analysis of the audience to detect one or more viewers in the 

audience who are paying attention to the display;

for one or more viewers and in real time, analyse their head orientation or eye 

gaze, or both; and then to identify part of the display that the viewer is paying attention

10 to; and

based on the viewer analysis and in real time, adjust the presentation of media to 

help retain the attention of the viewer by projection of additional advertising about the 

product or service being advertised in part of the display that the viewer is paying 

attention to.

15

20. An electronic media system to present advertising media to an audience 
according to claim 1, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings.

20 21. A method for operating an electronic media system for presenting advertising 
media to an audience according to claim 17 substantially as hereinbefore described 
with reference to the accompanying drawings.

22. An electronic media system to present media content to an audience according
25 to claim 19, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying 

drawings.
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